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Âmuar Flora and Fauna

This page provides details on the types of life forms currently on Âmuar (Dream).

Many of the natural life forms were decimated in the bombing. So the Poku Saeruo Degonjo has been
introducing animals and plants.

Native

These are the most common native animals and plants that survived the destruction. As more of the
planet is actively explored other significant creatures will be added.

Vithuoila

This is a hardwood tree similar to the Terran mahogany. The wood has a natural color that is a dark red
brown. The wood also has an aromatic fragrance that is a mixture of rose and cedar. It is popular among
the clan who can afford it.

Lamingoakas

This is a large mammal creature that resembles a draft horse with horns and canines. The animal is
omnivorous. The beast is being treated as a work animal and occasionally a meat source.

Vitnokyaka

This is a fast growing tall grass. The grass is a blue-green strain and grows to two feet tall typically. The
fast growing plant creates a think layer of roots which help it keep soil in place. It flourishes during the
moist season, but is hardy enough to endure periods of arid. This is due in part to the root system.

Voqmetao

This is an large avian that was found in the forests. They are about twice the size of the Terran wild
turkey. In captivity they produce an abundance of goose size eggs.

Transplanted

These staples of clan food have been introduced to the planet in specific prepared areas.
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Buvory (Lizard)
Kywiqor
Laminwiqor'ka
Ikâ vitdâmu
Vitnokya

In addition to the food items, the following was introduced to the planet for use by the clan.

Jodauvit (Think Plant)
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